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Introduction

M

ost people who are cheated at poker have no idea they’ve
been swindled, and those who suspect it rarely have any idea
how to think about it. They may have heard of marked cards, but
beyond that they have no concept of the range of diabolical scams
that can be perpetrated on the unsuspecting player. Consider 52
Ways a crash course in how to think about it: stay with me and
you’ll learn what can be done, how it’s done, and in many cases,
how to do it.
Is this unethical? Immoral? Will the secrets within these pages
spawn a plague of cheaters? Well, the skinny is here, there’s no
denying that. The high-jumping trickster brain got busy on card
cheating about ﬁve minutes after cards were invented in the lateﬁfteenth century, and hasn’t stopped thinking about it since. The
legacy is a 600-year-old trail of moves, methods, scams, and subterfuges devoted solely to solving one problem: how to sit down
at the table with your fellow card players and steal their money
without appearing to do anything out of the ordinary. And that, I
should say right off, is what interests me in the subject; not the
stealing or the money, but the methods, the illusion making, the
false appearances, the psychology of deception, and all the multiple layers of reality that go on at the poker table whenever cheats
ply their invisible trade.
My perspective is that of a sleight-of-hand magician, not a
card thief. This puts me—or, more accurately, I put myself—in
very good company. Nearly all of the card-cheating exposés of the
past two centuries have been penned by professional magicians:
Robert-Houdin in France (1861), John Nevil Maskelyne in England (1894), and in the United States, John Scarne (1933), Frank
Garcia (1962), and Darwin Ortiz (1986). While most of these
maestros positioned their work as a defense against the dark arts
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of sharpers, I have little doubt they were initially drawn to the
gambling underworld by the keen desire to pry loose the secrets of
exactly what the card cheats were doing. The truth is that in terms
of methodological sophistication, technical sleight of hand, and
other tricks of the deceiver’s trade, the cheats have always been
ahead of the conjurors. Motivated by avarice more than art, card
cheats invented bottom dealing, second dealing, false cuts, false
shufﬂes, card switches, deck switches, and stacking procedures;
they worked out invisible card-marking systems, invented ingenious codes, and discovered cunning ways of secretly gathering
and transmitting information. And perhaps most impressively,
they ﬁgured out how to get away with their deceptions at close
range, more or less in plain view of the audience—their fellow
card players. All of this dedicated creativity in the service of robbery is as fascinating as it is reprehensible, and is well worth
knowing about, especially if you play cards for money.
As for the ethics of revealing the secrets, the fact is that knowledge alone does not a card cheat make. Also needed are enormous
cojones, a willingness to put life and reputation on the line, and
the total absence of conscience or scruples. Those who already
possess these attributes, it seems to me, need no help from me in
getting started. On the other hand, knowledge of methods is the
only real way to defend against card cheats. It’s not foolproof—
the most imaginative cheaters are always a step ahead—but it’s
the best defense there is, other than not playing at all.

About the 52 Ways
Actually there are more than 52 ways to cheat at poker, but
nearly all of them are designed to give the cheat one of two advantages: either knowing what cards the opponents hold or will receive,
or second, having better cards than they do. Each chapter focuses on
a single cheating concept along with variations and applications.
Moves and methods, no matter how clever, are useless unless done
at the right time and in the appropriate context. Following the explanations are suggestions for preventing or detecting the scam under discussion. Many subterfuges can be defeated by enforcing a few
basic rules. Others can be discovered only in retrospect (if at all).
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The Principles of Deception
Although the technical work of card cheats and conjurors differs greatly—the methods evolved to achieve different goals—the
underlying principles are the same. The deceiver shows the false
and hides the real. Showing the false involves simulation, lying,
and pretense. For example, the cheat convinces us that he has cut
the deck by perfectly imitating all of the familiar actions of a cut;
however, the deck remains in the original order. Hiding the real
involves strategies such as masking (blocking the view), camouﬂage, and distracting attention. Other essential elements, really a
subset of the broader categories, are timing, justiﬁcation of behavior (providing apparent motivation for the necessary moves),
and a deep psychological understanding of what will and will not
register with observers. When these strategies succeed—as they
do most of the time—the deception is successful and an illusion is
created. For a conjuror, the desired illusion is that something extraordinary has occurred. This is known in magical parlance as
“the effect.” For the cheat the desired illusion is that nothing out
of the ordinary has occurred; the effect is that of “luck.” The magician and the card cheat are both performers, but only the magician tells you you’re watching a show.

The Typical Cheat
It would be ideal if there was a stereotypical cheat to avoid. Not
so. Cheats comes in all sizes, genders, and levels of sophistication,
and they cheat for different reasons: greed, debt, thrills, and so on.
Most try not to call attention to themselves. They handle cards in
an unexceptional way and don’t seem to win many pots, except for
the large ones. Some work alone, or “single-o.” Professionals who
cheat for a living almost always work in teams. Teamwork opens
up a universe of scams that can’t be pulled off by one person alone,
and makes it far easier to carry out core cheating essentials such as
stacking the deck, culling cards, switching decks, distracting attention, and overcoming the cut. Some cheats are specialists and will
use the same method—marked cards or peeking, for example—
again and again. A mechanic (sleight of hand expert) will employ a
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large repertoire of interrelated techniques, such as culling, stacking,
and false shufﬂing. Professional cheating crews inﬁltrate high-stakes
games or will sometimes target a single wealthy individual. Amateurs can be found wherever poker is played. The most successful
professional cheats are almost always top-notch poker players.

A Little History
52 Ways is not a history of cheating or poker, but historical
references appear throughout the book. Here’s a brief overview.
One of the earliest detailed accounts of card cheating methods
comes from Girolamo Cardano (1501–1576), the great Milanese
mathematician and founder of probability theory. An inveterate
gambler, Cardano—whose pleasing surname is pure coincidence—
describes several types of marked cards, bottom dealing, collusion, stacking the deck, memorizing the order of cards, and the
use of a mirror concealed in a ﬁnger ring to identify cards as they
are dealt. All of this knowledge Signore Cardano apparently
earned the hard way, while losing signiﬁcant lire playing primero,
a precursor to poker.
Meanwhile, in Elizabethan England professional card sharps
were to be found hustling in bars and taverns, bowling alleys, resorts, and gentlemen’s clubs where they passed themselves off as
wealthy businessmen. Gilbert Walker (in A Manifest Detection of
the Most Vile and Detestable Use of Diceplay, and Other Practices Like the Same, 1552) and Robert Green (A Notable Discoverage of Cozenage, 1591) describe a teeming underworld
populated by a fraternity of pickpockets, thieves, card sharps, and
con men. In the company of these assorted swindlers, card cheats
were at the pinnacle of the social scale (at the bottom were the
crossbiters who relied on prostitutes to lure their victims). Says
Walker, “They have such a sleight in sorting and shufﬂing of the
Cards that play at what game ye will, all is lost aforehand.”
The ﬁrst American exposé of card cheating, and the ﬁrst book
to mention poker at length, is Jonathan Green’s Exposure of the
Arts and Miseries of Gambling (1843). At the time of publication,
cheating at poker was already the rule rather than the exception.
By mid-century an estimated 2,000 card sharps were prospering
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aboard the palatial, ﬂoating saloons that were the Mississippi
riverboats. Gambling was the preferred way to pass the time, especially among the male passengers, and the ever-changing supply
of gullible and wealthy patrons made for a cheater’s paradise.
When the railroads and the rush for California gold opened the
west, card sharps were in the vanguard, setting up shop in frontier towns and mining camps.
By 1880, cheating had become so widespread that virtually
every supplier of cards, poker tables, chips, and other legitimate
gambling equipment—Will & Finck in San Francisco, Mason &
Co. in Chicago, E. M. Grandin in New York, and later K. C. Card
Co. in Kansas City—also stocked, advertised, demonstrated, and
sold cheating paraphernalia, euphemistically known as “advantage tools.” Popular items included holdout machines for switching cards in and out of play, card trimmers and corner rounders
for altering the shape of cards, “poker rings” for pricking cards so
that they could be identiﬁed by feel, and marked cards in every
major brand. Much of the business was mail order, and the top
cheating houses promoted their catalogues in popular men’s journals such as the lurid Police Gazette. Any red-blooded American
who visited his local barber shop and waited his turn with a magazine was likely to come into contact with an invitation to cheat.
The turn of the twentieth century saw the publication of the
ﬁrst great textbook on card sharping, The Expert at the Card
Table (1902) by S. W. Erdnase, a graceful writer about whom we
know virtually nothing.* The Expert differed from all books that
came before it. Rather than vilifying card sharping, it celebrates
technical sleight of hand as it applies to both cheating and conjuring. Erdnase teaches dozens of advanced card techniques,
many of them original. The moves are described in meticulous detail and considered from an artistic as well as a practical point of
*S. W. Erdnase is believed to be an anagram for “Andrews,” but which Andrews remains a mystery. Recent scholarship has turned up these anagrammatically attractive candidates: M. F. Andrews, a known card sharp who put a bullet in his own
head or was murdered by the San Francisco police in 1905; James De Witt Andrews,
a Northwestern University law professor; W. E. Sanders, a Colorado mining magnate; and a pair of E. S. Andrews (our nom de plume backward), one an agent for
the Chicago & Northwestern Railroad, the other, a Midwestern con man.
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view. More than a century after its publication, The Expert remains a key source on technical sleight of hand with cards.

Cheating Today
It’s no news that poker is hugely popular. But how safe is it?
The short answer: It depends on where you play. Casino poker
rooms are generally safe. You may be wiped out by superior play,
but gone are the days when the mob controlled the industry and
cheating was rampant. Today, every aspect of the game is monitored and regulated; dealers must shufﬂe, cut, and deal in highly
prescribed ways to prevent sleight-of-hand manipulation; automatic shufﬂing machines rule out scams like stacking, location
play, and holding out; and everyone—players and employees—
remains under constant surveillance from the unblinking eye in the
sky. Moreover, the casinos are continuously scrutinized by state
gaming boards. To the extent that cheating does occur in casino
poker rooms, it is in the form of collusion among certain players
against other players, or against the house. Casinos have no need
to cheat customers to get their money, and every reason to protect
them. The safer the environment, the greater the proﬁts.
Private games, however, are as vulnerable as they ever were,
and most of the venerable cheating systems of past centuries are
still in use today, albeit with further reﬁnements and new applications. Who’s looking out for your interests when you play at the
ﬁrehouse fund-raiser, social club, fraternal organizations, or underground “poker club”? Or at the weekly game with friends, ofﬁce buddies, and the occasional “friend of a friend,” who drops
in, wipes everyone out, and is never seen again? Whether anyone’s
cheating in your game I couldn’t possibly know (although, if you
regularly play for high stakes, I’d vote yes). But I’d wager that
every scam explained in this book—even the most ancient—is in
use today by someone, somewhere. Games go in and out of fashion, but human nature has remained the same, and so have the
tricks of the trade, whether the game is stud, draw, baseball, or
Texas hold ’em, which, by the way, is vulnerable to at least a half
dozen of the scams in this book.

A Note to the Reader

T

hroughout the book the cheat is referred to in the masculine.
This is for convenience only. Many of the best professional
cheats are women.
Technical descriptions assume that the reader is right-handed
and that the deck is held in the left hand when the cards are dealt.
In most instances, the left-handed reader can substitute left for
right and the results will be the same. I have also assumed that the
reader knows the rules of the most popular poker games.
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BEATING THE CUT—
THREE BOLD MANEUVERS
Trust everyone but always cut the cards.
—Old cowboy saying

C

heating in social or “soft” games is nearly always done by the
dealer, working solo or in collusion with a partner. In most
at-home games, the deal moves around the table in a clockwise direction. The player whose turn it is to deal gathers the cards from
the previous round, shufﬂes the deck, announces the game, and
deals. Before he distributes the cards, however, the dealer must
place the pack in front of the player to his right so that it may be
cut. One function of the cut is to begin the deal at a random spot.
More important, however, if the dealer is a cheat and has secretly
positioned any known cards on the top or bottom of the pack, a
cut buries those cards and foils the deception. Overcoming the cut,
therefore, is one of the chief problems the cheat must cope with.
S. W. Erdnase—the ﬁrst great cheat to publish his methods—
called the cut the “bête noire” of the cheater’s existence. How do
you get around it?
Amazingly, the cheat has many options. So many, in fact, that
to avoid overload I have spread the information over several entries. To begin, here are three bold approaches.
1. The Psych-Out The cheat’s goal here is to brainwash his opponent so that he decides not to cut the cards. The
cheat does this by appearing to cut the cards himself—selling
the idea that no additional cut is necessary. Actually, the cut is
false. Upon squaring the pack in the hands, the cheat uses his
right foreﬁnger at the front end of the pack to swivel the top
half of the deck to the left, where it is taken by the left hand
(Fig. 1). The right hand tables its cards, comes back for the rest
of the deck, and places them on top of the tabled portion. It
looks like a cut but isn’t. For the psych-out to work, the cheat
performs the false cut with authority, vigorously slapping

